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Chapter Overview
Information Processing and Compatibility

1. Information Display – Coding (Ch. 3)

2. Fitts’ Law (Ch. 3, Ch. 9)

3. Hick Hyman Law (Ch. 3)

4. Signal Detection Theory (Ch. 3)

5. Memory - Attention (Ch. 3)

6. Compatibility - Part 1 - Spatial Compatibility (Ch. 10)

7. Compatibility - Part 2 - Movement - Modality 

Compatibility (Ch. 10, Ch.3)
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Signal Detection Theory
• Overview of Signal Detection Theory (SDT)

o What is Signal Detection Theory (1954)?

• theory predicting how/when we detect:

• the presence of a faint stimulus ("signal"),

• in the presence of background stimulation ("noise")

• i.e. no single absolute threshold for a signal

o Involves situations where:

• Two discrete situations exist: signal / no signal

• Situations cannot be easily discriminated

o Examples:

• Detecting cavity on tooth x-ray

• Detecting defective component in a factory 

• Detecting rain in weather forecast
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Signal Detection Theory
• Concepts Associated with SDT:

1. Concept of noise

2. Possible outcomes

3. Concept of response criterion

4. Influencing the response criterion

5. Concept of sensitivity

6. Applications of SDT
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Cont. Signal Detection Theory
1. Concept of Noise

o Nature of Noise:

• Involved with any situation

• Interferes with detection of signal

o Noise is generated:

• Externally (e.g. false radar return on radar screen)

• Internally: within person (e.g. miscellaneous neural activity)

o Noise value:

• Intensity varies from low to high with time

• Forms normal (bell-shaped) distribution

o When “signal” occurs:

• Intensity is added to background noise

• Person must decide if input

(what s/he senses) consists of:

o Only noise, or

o Noise + signal
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Cont. Signal Detection Theory
2. Possible Outcomes

o First note the following:

• Person must decide: signal occurred / did not occur (2 possibilities)

• There are two realities: signal did occur / did not occur

o Thus, there are four possible outcomes:

• Hit (aka true positive):
saying “signal” where there is signal

• False Alarm (FA, aka false positive):
saying “signal”/there’s no signal

• Miss (aka false negative):
saying “no signal” / there is signal

• Correct Rejection (CR, aka true negative):
saying “no signal” / there’s no signal
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Cont. Signal Detection Theory
3. Concept of Response Criterion

o SDT helps with understanding how detection process works

o Basis of SDT:

• People set criterion along “hypothetical continuum of sensory activity”*

• People then use this as a basis for making their decisions

• We then find out position of criterion along continuum

• This determines probability of four outcomes (last slide)

• This process is illustrated in next slide (Figure 3-3)

• Try also this SDT interactive learning tool: 

https://eshedmargalit.com/dprime_calculator/

o Notes regarding Figure 3-3:

• Figure shows hypothetical distributions of sensory activity in cases:

o Only noise is present

o Signal is added to noise

• The two distributions (noise and signal + noise overlap)

o  noise level alone may be > signal + noise (in which case?)
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Cont. Signal Detection Theory
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Cont. Signal Detection Theory
3. Cont. Concept of Response Criterion (RC)

o SDT assumes person sets criterion, such that when:

• Level of sensory activity > set criterion  person says: “signal present”

• Level of sensory activity < set criterion  person says: “no signal”

• Probabilities of four outcomes determined based on criterion (Figure)

o Quantity “beta” (aka response criterion / response bias)

• Based on position of criterion

• 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎 = 𝑏 / 𝑎

• i.e. beta is ratio of signal : noise, or ratio of height of 2 curves @ criterion

• Values of beta (see next slide)

o Beta = 1, when two distributions intersect (can you show this?)

o When criterion is shifted to right 

• Beta increases (i.e. > 1.0)

• Person says “signal” less  hits ↓, but also FA ↓

• Person is considered: “conservative”

o When criterion is shifted to left 

• Beta decreases (i.e. < 1.0)

• Person says “signal” more  hits ↑, but also FA ↑

• Person is considered: “risky” (aka “liberal”)*
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Cont. Signal Detection Theory
4. Influencing the Response Criterion

o Two variables affect setting the criterion

1. Probability of detecting a signal

2. Costs and benefits associated with 4 possible outcomes

1. Probability of detecting a signal:

• e.g. If you told dentist tooth was hurting you 

• Probability that you have cavity ↑

•  after seeing suspicious spot on x-ray  dentist will likely say: “cavity”

•  criterion ↓ (i.e. beta ↓)  i.e. dentist can make “risky” assessment

2. Costs and benefits associated with 4 possible outcomes

• What is cost of false alarm (saying “cavity”, when there’s no cavity)?

o  tooth gets drilled without need

• What is cost of miss (saying “no cavity”, when there is cavity)?

o  cavity worsens  may lose tooth

• So, what should dentist do? (i.e. after weighing costs?)

o Most likely: set low criterion  call suspicious spot: “cavity”

o But what if you go regularly?  he will be more conservative 

(why?)*  will set a high criterion, and will not call it “cavity”
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Cont. Signal Detection Theory
5. Concept of Sensitivity

o What is sensitivity? It is keenness / resolution of sensory system

o RC vs. sensitivity in SDT: they are both independent of each other

o How to measure sensitivity (aka: 𝑑’)

• Sensitivity: 𝑑’ = separation between 2 distributions (see Figure 3-3)

• Measured in units of standard deviation: (aka Z-score or calculator)

• SD’s of 2 distributions are assumed equal

• As separation ↑  sensitivity ↑  𝑑’ ↑ (note, best to have high 𝑑’ *)

• Most applications: 𝑑′ = 0.5 − 2 (see next slide)

o Factors affecting 𝑑′

1. Some signal systems have more noise than others, thus:

o As noise ↑  𝑑′ ↓ 

o Also note, as signal ↓  𝑑′ ↓ (can you show this on Figure 3-3?)

2. Ability of people to memorize physical characteristics of signal

o Memory aids  𝑑′ ↑

o e.g. for dentist: 𝑑′ ↑ by:

• Using better x-ray equipment

• Comparing x-ray of patient with previous x-rays of cavities
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Cont. Signal Detection Theory
6. Applications of SDT

o Many practical applications (from various studies):

• Sonar target applications

• Industrial inspection tasks

• Medical Diagnosis

• Forensic science

• Eye witness testimony

• Air traffic control

• Weather forecasting

o Reservations

• SDT should not be accepted without criticism (use with “grain of salt”)

o Using in some situations may  invalid results 

• Reasons:

o Theory developed in lab (controlled conditions/experiments)

o Subjects given many, many trials

o Controlled signals and background noise levels

o Some applications don’t match these conditions
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Videos
• Watch these videos on Signal Detection Theory:

o Basics and Some Examples
https://youtu.be/QjF8QP2bf9Q?si=CdqLE3aHeQyg3vsE

o Basics and Medical Application:
https://youtu.be/W3LF0BMNgVI?si=MyLl_mG2yedHxKEY

o How to Calculate the Z-Score:
https://youtu.be/558s2nkmdA4?si=E6m1hhhYGr_yWhST
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